Appendix A: NASA Mission Directorates and Center Alignment
NASA’s Mission to pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery, and aeronautics
research, draws support from four Mission Directorates, nine NASA Centers, and JPL, each with a
specific responsibility.
A.1 Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) conducts high-quality, cutting-edge
research that generates innovative concepts, tools, and technologies to enable revolutionary advances
in our Nation’s future aircraft, as well as in the airspace in which they will fly. ARMD’s four research
programs develop advanced technologies to reduce aviation’s environmental impact & transform the
way we fly.





Advanced Air Vehicles
Airspace Operations and Safety
Integrated Aviation Systems
Transformative Aeronautics Concepts Program

Additional information on the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) can be found at:
https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch.
Areas of Interest - POC: Karen Rugg, karen.l.rugg@nasa.gov
Proposers are directed to the following:


ARMD Programs: https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs



The ARMD current year version of the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) entitled,
"Research Opportunities in Aeronautics (ROA)” is posted on the NSPIRES web site at
http://nspires.nasaprs.com (Key word: Aeronautics). This solicitation provides a complete
range of ARMD research interests.

A.2 Human Exploration & Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) provides the Agency with
leadership and management of NASA space operations related to human exploration in and beyond
low-Earth orbit. HEO also oversees low-level requirements development, policy, and programmatic
oversight. The International Space Station, currently orbiting the Earth with a crew of six, represents
the NASA exploration activities in low-Earth orbit. Exploration activities beyond low Earth orbit
include the management of Commercial Space Transportation, Exploration Systems Development,
Human Space Flight Capabilities, Advanced Exploration Systems, and Space Life Sciences Research
& Applications. The directorate is similarly responsible for Agency leadership and management of
NASA space operations related to Launch Services, Space Transportation, and Space
Communications in support of both human and robotic exploration programs. Additional information
on the Human Exploration & Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) can be found at:
(http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/home/index.html)
Areas of Interest - POC: Bradley Carpenter, bcarpenter@nasa.gov
Human Research Program
The Human Research Program (HRP) is focused on investigating and mitigating the highest risks to
human health and performance in order to enable safe, reliable, and productive human space
exploration. The HRP budget enables NASA to resolve health risks in order for humans to safely live
and work on missions in the inner solar system. HRP conducts research, develops countermeasures,
and undertakes technology development to address human health risks in space and ensure
compliance with NASA's health, medical, human performance, and environmental standards.
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Space Life Sciences
The Space Life Sciences, Space Biology Program has three primary goals:
 To effectively use microgravity and the other characteristics of the space environment to
enhance our understanding of fundamental biological processes;
 To develop the scientific and technological foundations for a safe, productive human
presence in space for extended periods and in preparation for exploration; and
 To apply this knowledge and technology to improve our nation's competitiveness,
education, and the quality of life on Earth.
These goals will be achieved by soliciting research using its three program elements:
 Cell and Molecular Biology and Microbial Biology - studies of the effect of gravity and the
space environment on cellular, microbial and molecular processes;
 Organismal & Comparative Biology - studies and comparisons of responses of whole
organisms and their systems; and
 Developmental Biology – studies of how spaceflight affects reproduction, development,
maturation and aging of multi-cellular organisms, as described in NASA's Fundamental
Space Biology Science Plan (PDF, 7.4 MB).
Further details about ongoing activities specific to Space Biology are available at: Space
Biosciences website
Physical Science Research
The Physical Science Research Program, along with its predecessors, has conducted significant
fundamental and applied research, both which have led to improved space systems and produced new
products offering benefits on Earth. NASA's experiments in various disciplines of physical science
reveal how physical systems respond to the near absence of gravity. They also reveal how other forces
that on Earth are small compared to gravity, can dominate system behavior in space. The Physical
Science Research Program also benefits from collaborations with several of the International Space
Station international partners—Europe, Russia, Japan, and Canada—and foreign governments with
space programs, such as France, Germany and Italy. The scale of this research enterprise promises
new possibilities in the physical sciences, some of which are already being realized both in the form
of innovations for space exploration to improve the quality of life on Earth.
Research in physical sciences spans from basic and applied research in the areas of:
 Fluid physics: two-phase flow, phase change, boiling, condensation and capillary and
interfacial phenomena;
 Combustion science: spacecraft fire safety, solids, liquids and gasses, supercritical
reacting fluids, and soot formation;
 Materials science: solidification in metal and alloys, crystal growth, electronic materials,
glasses and ceramics;
 Complex Fluids: colloidal systems, liquid crystals, polymer flows, foams and granular
flows; and
 Fundamental Physics: critical point phenomena, atom interferometry and atomic clocks in
space.
Implementing Centers: NASA's Physical Sciences Research Program is carried out at the Glenn
Research Center (GRC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
Further information on physical sciences research is available at http://issresearchproject.nasa.gov/
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Engineering Research
 Spacecraft: Guidance, navigation and control; thermal; electrical; structures; software;
avionics;
displays;
high
speed
re-entry;
modeling;
power
systems;
interoperability/commonality; advanced spacecraft materials; crew/vehicle health
monitoring; life support.
 Propulsion: Propulsion methods that will utilize materials found on the moon or Mars, “green”
propellants, on-orbit propellant storage, motors, testing, fuels, manufacturing, soft landing,
throttle-able propellants, high performance, and descent.
 Robotic Systems for Precursor Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) Missions: Navigation and
proximity operations systems; hazard detection; techniques for interacting and anchoring with
Near Earth Asteroids; methods of remote and interactive characterization of Near Earth
Asteroid (NEA) environments, composition and structural properties; robotics (specifically
environmental scouting prior to human arrival and later to assist astronauts with NEA
exploration); environmental analysis; radiation protection; spacecraft autonomy, enhanced
methods of NEA characterization from earth-based observation.
Robotic Systems for Lunar Precursor Missions: Precision landing and hazard avoidance
hardware and software; high-bandwidth communication; in-situ resource utilization (ISRU)
and prospecting; navigation systems; robotics (specifically environmental scouting prior to
human arrival, and to assist astronaut with surface exploration); environmental analysis,
radiation protection.
 Data and Visualization Systems for Exploration: Area focus on turning precursor mission data
into meaningful engineering knowledge for system design and mission planning of lunar surface
and NEAs. Visualization and data display; interactive data manipulation and sharing; mapping
and data layering including coordinate transformations for irregular shaped NEAs; modeling of
lighting and thermal environments; simulation of environmental interactions including
proximity operations in irregular micro-G gravity fields and physical stability of weakly bound
NEAs.
 Research and technology development areas in HEOMD support launch vehicles, space
communications, and the International Space Station. Examples of research and technology
development areas (and the associated lead NASA Center) with great potential include:
• Processing and Operations
 Crew Health and Safety Including Medical Operations (Johnson Space Center
(JSC))
 In-helmet Speech Audio Systems and Technologies (Glenn Research Center
(GRC))
 Vehicle Integration and Ground Processing (Kennedy Space Center (KSC))
 Mission Operations (Ames Research Center (ARC))
 Portable Life Support Systems (JSC)
 Pressure Garments and Gloves (JSC)
 Air Revitalization Technologies (ARC)
 In-Space Waste Processing Technologies (JSC)
 Cryogenic Fluids Management Systems (GRC)
• Space Communications and Navigation
 Coding, Modulation, and Compression (Goddard Spaceflight Center (GSFC)
 Precision Spacecraft & Lunar/Planetary Surface Navigation and Tracking (GSFC)
 Communication for Space-Based Range (GSFC)
 Antenna Technology (Glenn Research Center (GRC))
 Reconfigurable/Reprogrammable Communication Systems (GRC)
 Miniaturized Digital EVA Radio (JSC)
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Transformational Communications Technology (GRC)
Long Range Optical Telecommunications (Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL))
Long Range Space RF Telecommunications (JPL)
Surface Networks and Orbit Access Links (GRC)
Software for Space Communications Infrastructure Operations (JPL)
TDRS transponders for launch vehicle applications that support space
communication and launch services (GRC)
• Space Transportation
 Optical Tracking and Image Analysis (KSC)
 Space Transportation Propulsion System and Test Facility Requirements and
Instrumentation (Stennis Space Center (SSC)
 Automated Collection and Transfer of Launch Range Surveillance/Intrusion Data
(KSC)
 Technology tools to assess secondary payload capability with launch vehicles
(KSC)
 Spacecraft Charging/Plasma Interactions (Environment definition & arcing
mitigation) (Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
A.3 Science Mission Directorate (SMD) leads the Agency in four areas of research: Earth Science,
Heliophysics, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics. SMD, using the vantage point of space to
achieve with the science community and our partners a deep scientific understanding of our planet,
other planets and solar system bodies, the interplanetary environment, the Sun and its effects on the
solar system, and the universe beyond. In so doing, we lay the intellectual foundation for the robotic
and human expeditions of the future while meeting today's needs for scientific information to address
national concerns, such as climate change and space weather. SMD's high-level strategic objectives
are presented in the 2018 NASA Strategic Plan. Detailed plans by science area corresponding to the
science divisions of SMD: Heliophysics, Earth Science, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics appear
in Chapter 4 of the 2014 NASA Science Plan. The best expression of specific research topics of
interest to each Division within SMD are represented in by the topics listed in SMD's "ROSES"
research solicitation, see Table 3 of ROSES-2019 and the text in the Division research overviews of
ROSES, i.e., the Earth Science Research Overview, the Heliophysics Division Overview, the
Planetary Science Research Program Overview and the Astrophysics Research Program Overview.
Please note, even if particular topic is not solicited in ROSES this year it is still a topic of interest
and eligible for this solicitation. Additional information about the Science Mission Directorate may
be found
at: http://nasascience.nasa.gov.
SMD POC: Kristen Erickson kristen.erickson@nasa.gov
Heliophysics Division
Heliophysics encompasses science that improves our understanding of fundamental physical
processes throughout the solar system, and enables us to understand how the Sun, as the major driver
of the energy throughout the solar system, impacts our technological society. The scope of
heliophysics is vast, spanning from the Sun's interior to Earth’s upper atmosphere, throughout
interplanetary space, to the edges of the heliosphere, where the solar wind interacts with the local
interstellar medium. Heliophysics incorporates studies of the interconnected elements in a single
system that produces dynamic space weather and that evolves in response to solar, planetary, and
interstellar conditions.
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The Agency’s strategic objective for heliophysics is to understand the Sun and its interactions
with Earth and the solar system, including space weather. The heliophysics decadal survey
conducted by the National Research Council (NRC), Solar and Space Physics: A Science for a
Technological Society (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13060/solar-and-space-physics-a-science- for-atechnological-society), articulates the scientific challenges for this field of study and recommends a
slate of design reference missions to meet them, to culminate in the achievement of a predictive
capability to aid human endeavors on Earth and in space. The fundamental science questions are:
 What causes the Sun to vary?
 How do the geospace, planetary space environments and the heliosphere respond?
 What are the impacts on humanity?
To answer these questions, the Heliophysics Division implements a program to achieve three
overarching goals:




Explore the physical processes in the space environment from the Sun to the Earth and
throughout the solar system
Advance our understanding of the connections that link the Sun, the Earth, planetary space
environment, and the outer reaches of our solar system
Develop the knowledge and capability to detect and predict extreme conditions in space to
protect life and society and to safeguard human and robotic explorers beyond Earth

Further information on the objectives and goals of NASA's Heliophysics Program may be found in
the 2014 Science Plan and Our Dynamic Space Environment: Heliophysics Science and Technology
Roadmap for 2014-2033 (download PDF). The Heliophysics research program is described in Chapter
4.1 of the SMD Science Plan 2014 available at http://science.nasa.gov/about- us/science-strategy/. The
program supports theory, modeling, and data analysis utilizing remote sensing and in situ
measurements from a fleet of missions; the Heliophysics System Observatory (HSO). Frequent
CubeSats, suborbital rockets, balloons, and ground-based instruments add to the observational base.
Investigations that develop new observables and technologies for heliophysics science are sought.
Supported research activities include projects that address understanding of the Sun and planetary
space environments, including the origin, evolution, and interactions of space plasmas and
electromagnetic fields throughout the heliosphere. The program seeks to characterize these
phenomena on a broad range of spatial and temporal scales, to understand the fundamental processes
that drive them, to understand how these processes combine to create space weather events, and to
enable a capability for predicting future space weather events.
The program supports investigations of the Sun, including processes taking place throughout the solar
interior and atmosphere and the evolution and cyclic activity of the Sun. It supports investigations of
the origin and behavior of the solar wind, energetic particles, and magnetic fields in the heliosphere and
their interaction with the Earth and other planets, as well as with the interstellar medium.
The program also supports investigations of the physics of magnetospheres, including their
formation and fundamental interactions with plasmas, fields, and particles and the physics of the
terrestrial mesosphere, thermosphere, ionosphere, and auroras, including the coupling of these
phenomena to the lower atmosphere and magnetosphere. Proposers may also review the information
in the ROSES-19 Heliophysics Division Overview for further information about the Heliophysics
Research Program.
Earth Science Division
Our planet is changing on all spatial and temporal scales and studying the Earth as a complex system
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is essential to understanding the causes and consequences of global change. The Earth Science
Division of the Science Mission Directorate (https://science.nasa.gov/earth-science) contributes to
NASA's mission, in particular, Strategic Objective 1.1: Understanding The Sun, Earth, Solar System,
And Universe. This strategic objective is motivated by the following key questions:




How is the global Earth system changing?
What causes these changes in the Earth system?
How will the Earth system change in the future?



How can Earth system science provide societal benefit?

These science questions translate into seven overarching science goals to guide the Earth Science
Division’s selection of investigations and other programmatic decisions:








Advance the understanding of changes in the Earth’s radiation balance, air quality, and the
ozone layer that result from changes in atmospheric composition (Atmospheric Composition)
Improve the capability to predict weather and extreme weather events (Weather)
Detect and predict changes in Earth’s ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles, including
land cover, biodiversity, and the global carbon cycle (Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems)
Enable better assessment and management of water quality and quantity to accurately
predict how the global water cycle evolves in response to climate change (Water and
Energy Cycle)
Improve the ability to predict climate changes by better understanding the roles and
interactions of the ocean, atmosphere, land and ice in the climate system (Climate
Variability and Change)
Characterize the dynamics of Earth’s surface and interior, improving the capability to
assess and respond to natural hazards and extreme events (Earth Surface and Interior)
Further the use of Earth system science research to inform decisions and provide benefits to
society

The most recent decadal survey (2017-2027) from the National Academies of Science, Engineering,
and Medicine, Thriving on our Changing Planet: A Decadal Strategy for Earth Observation from
Space, serves as a foundational document to guide the overall approach to the Earth science program
(see https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24938/thriving-on-our-changing-planet- a-decadal-strategy-forearth).
NASA’s ability to view the Earth from a global perspective enables it to provide a broad, integrated
set of uniformly high-quality data covering all parts of the planet. NASA shares this unique
knowledge with the global community, including members of the science, government, industry,
education, and policy-maker communities.
Planetary Science Division
The Planetary Science Research Program, managed by the Planetary Science Division, sponsors
research that addresses the broad strategic objective to "Ascertain the content, origin, and evolution
of the Solar System and the potential for life elsewhere." To pursue this objective, the Planetary
Science Division has five science goals that guide the focus of the division's science research and
technology development activities. As described in Chapter 4.3 of the SMD 2014 Science Plan
(https://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy), these are:
 Explore and observe the objects in the Solar System to understand how they formed and
evolve.
 Advance the understanding of how the chemical and physical processes in the Solar
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System operate, interact and evolve.
 Explore and find locations where life could have existed or could exist today.
 Improve our understanding of the origin and evolution of life on Earth to guide our search for
life elsewhere.
 Identify and characterize objects in the Solar System that pose threats to Earth or offer
resources for human exploration.
In order to address these goals, the Planetary Research Program invites a wide range of planetary
science and astrobiology investigations. Example topics include, but are not limited to:



















Investigations aimed at understanding the formation and evolution of the Solar System and (exo)
planetary systems in general, and of the planetary bodies, satellites, and small bodies in these
systems;
Investigations aimed at understanding materials present, and processes occurring, in the early
stages of Solar System history, including the protoplanetary disk;
Investigations aimed at understanding planetary differentiation processes;
Investigations of extraterrestrial materials, including meteorites, cosmic dust, presolar grains, and
samples returned by the Apollo, Stardust, Genesis, and Hayabusa missions;
Investigations of the properties of planets, satellites (including the Moon), satellite and ring
systems, and smaller Solar System bodies such as asteroids and comets;
Investigations of the coupling of a planetary body’s intrinsic magnetic field, atmosphere,
surface, and interior with each other, with other planetary bodies, and with the local plasma
environment;
Investigations into the origins, evolution, and properties of the atmospheres of planetary
bodies (including satellites, small bodies, and exoplanets);
Investigations that use knowledge of the history of the Earth and the life upon it as a guide for
determining the processes and conditions that create and maintain habitable environments and to
search for ancient and contemporary habitable environments and explore the possibility of extant
life beyond the Earth;
Investigations into the origin and early evolution of life, the potential of life to adapt to
different environments, and the implications for life elsewhere;
Investigations that provide the fundamental research and analysis necessary to characterize
exoplanetary systems;
Investigations related to understanding the chemistry, astrobiology, dynamics, and energetics of
exoplanetary systems;
Astronomical observations of our Solar System that contribute to the understanding of the
nature and evolution of the Solar System and its individual constituents;
Investigations to inventory and characterize the population of Near Earth Objects (NEOs) or
mitigate the risk of NEOs impacting the Earth;
Investigations into the potential for both forward and backward contamination during planetary
exploration, methods to minimize such contamination, and standards in these areas for
spacecraft preparation and operating procedures;
Investigations which enhance the scientific return of NASA Planetary Science Division
missions through the analysis of data collected by those missions;
Advancement of laboratory- or spacecraft-based (including small satellites, e.g., CubeSats)
instrument technology that shows promise for use in scientific investigations on future
planetary missions; and
Analog studies, laboratory experiments, or fieldwork to increase our understanding of Solar
System bodies or processes and/or to prepare for future missions.
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Proposers may also review the information in the ROSES-2019 Planetary Science Research
Program Overview for further information about the Planetary Science Research Program.
Astrophysics Division
Astrophysics is the study of phenomena occurring in the universe and of the physical principles that
govern them. Astrophysics research encompasses a broad range of topics, from the birth of the
universe and its evolution and composition, to the processes leading to the development of planets
and stars and galaxies, to the physical conditions of matter in extreme gravitational fields, and to the
search for life on planets orbiting other stars. In seeking to understand these phenomena, astrophysics
science embodies some of the most enduring quests of humankind.
NASA's strategic objective in astrophysics is to discover how the universe works, explore how it
began and evolved, and search for life on planets around other stars. Three broad scientific questions
flow from this objective:




How does the universe work?
How did we get here?
Are we alone?

Each of these questions is accompanied by a science goal that shapes the Astrophysics Division’s efforts
towards fulfilling NASA's strategic objective:




Probe the origin and destiny of our universe, including the nature of black holes, dark
energy, dark matter and gravity
Explore the origin and evolution of the galaxies, stars and planets that make up our
universe
Discover and study planets around other stars, and explore whether they could harbor life

The scientific priorities for astrophysics are outlined in the NRC decadal survey New Worlds, New
Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds- newhorizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics). These priorities include understanding the scientific
principles that govern how the universe works; probing cosmic dawn by searching for the first stars,
galaxies, and black holes; and seeking and studying nearby habitable planets around other stars.
The multidisciplinary nature of astrophysics makes it imperative to strive for a balanced science and
technology portfolio, both in terms of science goals addressed and in missions to address these goals.
All the facets of astronomy and astrophysics—from cosmology to planets—are intertwined, and
progress in one area hinges on progress in others. However, in times of fiscal constraints, priorities
for investments must be made to optimize the use of available funding.
NASA uses the prioritized recommendations and decision rules of the decadal survey to set the priorities
for its investments.
The broad themes of the Astrophysics Research Program are:
(i) Physics of the Cosmos:
to discover how the universe works at the most fundamental level; to explore the behavior and
interactions of the particles and fundamental forces of nature, especially their behavior under the
extreme conditions found in astrophysical situations; and to explore the processes that shape the
structure and composition of the universe as a whole, including the forces which drove the Big Bang
and continue to drive the accelerated expansion of the universe.
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(ii) Cosmic Origins:
to discover how the universe expanded and evolved from an extremely hot and dense state into the
galaxies of stars, gas, and dust that we observe around us today; to discover how dark matter
clumped under gravity into the tapestry of large-scale filaments and structures which formed the
cosmic web for the formation of galaxies and clusters of galaxies; to discover how stars and
planetary systems form within the galaxies; and to discover how these complex systems create and
shape the structure and composition of the universe on all scales.
(iii) Exoplanet Exploration:
to search for planets and planetary systems about nearby stars in our Galaxy; to determine the
properties of those stars that harbor planetary systems; to determine the percentage of planets that are
in or near the habitable zone of a wide variety of stars, and identify candidates that could harbor life.
(iv) Research Analysis and Technology Development:
a vital component of the astrophysics program is the development of new techniques that can be
applied to future major missions: the test-beds for these new techniques are the balloons and rockets
that are developed and launched from NASA’s launch range facilities.
This program also supports technology development that includes detectors covering all wavelengths
and fundamental particles, as well as studies in laboratory astrophysics. Examples of these studies
could include atomic and molecular data and properties of plasmas explored under conditions
approximating those of astrophysical environments.
Investigations submitted to the Astrophysics research program should explicitly support past,
present, or future NASA astrophysics missions. These investigations can include theory,
simulation, data analysis, and technology development. The Astrophysics research program and
missions are described in Chapter 4.4 of the SMD 2014 Science Plan available at
https://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy.
Proposers may also review the information in the ROSES-19 Astrophysics Research Program
Overview for further information about the Astrophysics Research Program.
A.4 The Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) is responsible for developing the
crosscutting, pioneering, new technologies, and capabilities needed by the agency to achieve its
current and future missions.
STMD rapidly develops, demonstrates, and infuses revolutionary, high-payoff technologies through
transparent, collaborative partnerships, expanding the boundaries of the aerospace enterprise. STMD
employs a merit-based competition model with a portfolio approach, spanning a range of discipline
areas and technology readiness levels. By investing in bold, broadly applicable, disruptive technology
that industry cannot tackle today, STMD seeks to mature the technology required for NASA’s future
missions in science and exploration while proving the capabilities and lowering the cost for other
government agencies and commercial space activities.
Research and technology development takes place within NASA Centers, at JPL, in academia and industry,
and leverages partnerships with other government agencies and international partners.
STMD engages and inspires thousands of technologists and innovators creating a community of our
best and brightest working on the nation’s toughest challenges. By pushing the boundaries of
technology and innovation, STMD allows NASA and our nation to remain at the cutting edge.
Additional information on STMD can be found
at: (http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/about_us/index.html ).
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Areas of Interest – POC: Damian.Taylor@nasa.gov
Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) expands the boundaries of the aerospace enterprise
by rapidly developing, demonstrating, and infusing revolutionary, high-payoff technologies through
collaborative partnerships. STMD employs a merit-based competition model with a portfolio
approach, spanning a wide range of space technology discipline areas and technology readiness
levels. Research and technology development takes place at NASA Centers, academia, and industry,
and leverages partnerships with other government agencies and international partners.
STMD plans future investments to support the following strategic thrusts:
•
Go: Rapid, Safe, & Efficient Space Transportation
o Provide safe, affordable, and routine access to space
o Provide cost-efficient, reliable propulsion for long duration missions
o Enable significantly faster, more efficient deep space missions
•
Land: Expanded Access to Diverse Surface Destinations
o Safely and precisely deliver humans & payloads to planetary surfaces
o Increase access to high-value science sites across the solar system
o Provide efficient, highly-reliable sample return reentry capability
•
Live: Sustainable Living and Working Farther from Earth
o Provide in-space habitation and enable humans to live on other planets
o Provide efficient/scalable infrastructure to support exploration at scale
o Providing ability to safely explore and investigate high-value sites
•
Explore: Transformative Missions and Discoveries
o Expand access to new environments, sites, and resources
o Develop new means of observation, exploration, and characterization
o Enable new mission operations and increased science data
Current space technology topics of particular interest include:
•
Methods for space and in space manufacturing
•
Autonomous in-space assembly of structures and spacecraft
•
Ultra-lightweight materials for space applications
•
Materials, structures and mechanisms for extreme environments (low and high
temperatures, radiation, etc.).
•
Resource prospecting, mining, excavation, and extraction of in situ resources. Efficient in
situ resource utilization to produce items required for long-duration deep space missions
including fuels, water, oxygen, food, nutritional supplements, pharmaceuticals, building
materials, polymers (plastics), and various other chemicals
•
High performance space computing
•
Smart habitats
•
Extreme environment (including cryogenic) electronics for planetary exploration
•
Advanced robotics for extreme environment sensing, mobility, manipulation and repair
•
Advanced power generation, storage, and distribution for deep space missions and
surface operations
•
Advanced entry, decent, and landing systems for planetary exploration including
materials response models and parachute models
•
Radiation modeling, detection and mitigation for deep space crewed missions
•
Biological approaches to environmental control, life support systems and
manufacturing
•
Autonomous systems for deep space missions
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•

•
•

Low size, weight, and power components for small spacecraft including high- bandwidth
communication from space to ground, inter-satellite communication, relative navigation and
control for swarms and constellations, precise pointing systems, power generation and
energy storage, thermal management, system autonomy, miniaturized instruments and
sensors, and in-space propulsion
Technologies that take advantage of small launch vehicles and small spacecraft to
conduct more rapid and lower-cost missions
Advancements in engineering tools and models that support Space Technology
advancement and development

Applicants are strongly encouraged to familiarize themselves with the roadmap document most
closely aligned with their space technology interests. The roadmap documents may be downloaded
at the following link: http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html. Please note,
however, that the 2015 technology taxonomy (outline structure for the roadmaps) currently found
under this link is under revision. The 2020 revised technology taxonomy will be uploaded by 30
September 2019 under the same link.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Space Technology Mission Directorate
(STMD) current year version of the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) entitled, "Space
Technology Research, Development, Demonstration, and Infusion” has been posted on the NSPIRES
web site at http://nspires.nasaprs.com (select “Solicitations” and then “Open Solicitations”). The NRA
provides detailed information on specific proposals being sought across STMD program.
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